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A quasioptical approach is utilized to design a resonator and sample holder for aqueous samples for
high-frequency~250 GHz! electron spin resonance~ESR! spectroscopy. A disk shaped sample
geometry was chosen to match the field contours of the fundamental mode in a Fabry–Perot
resonator. A transmission-line analysis is used to determine the optimum sample geometry while
taking into account diffractive effects of the sample and the sample holder on the far infrared~FIR!
radiation field. FIR-ESR spectra of several aqueous solutions of nitroxide spin labels, including
membrane vesicles and a labeled protein, are shown to demonstrate the success of the technique.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0034-6748~97!01007-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electron spin resonance~ESR!spectroscopy of nitroxide
labeled biopolymers has proven itself to be an import
method in elucidating the slower macromolecular motions
proteins1 as well as the faster, internal dynamics of protein2

and DNA,3 the dynamics and ordering of phospholip
membranes,4 and protein–protein, protein–DNA, an
protein–lipid interactions.5 The intrinsically high sensitivity
of ESR allows one to work with just nanomoles of label
compounds, which is especially useful for making nond
structive measurements for biopolymers in their native st
such as membrane associated proteins6 or even measure
ments in living cells. Since almost all systems of biologic
interest consist of either biopolymers dissolved in aque
solutions or involve phospholipid membranes whose inter
tions with the surrounding aqueous medium strongly infl
ence their structure and dynamics, the ability to record E
spectra of aqueous samples is vital.

The development of high-frequency ESR techniqu
holds several advantages for the study of nitroxide-labe
biopolymers. For the study of dynamics, high-frequen
ESR extends the range over which spectral line shapes
sensitive to the molecular motions of nitroxides. For 2
GHz ESR, a sensitivity to reorientational correlation times
short as 1 ps is possible.7 High-frequency ESR of spin la
beled biopolymers is expected to be an important techni
for linking the structure of biopolymers to their dynami
and function, for example in the study of some of the inter
motions of nucleic acids in DNA~0.02–4 ns!8 and vibra-
tional motions that involve the domain structures of prote
~1–20 ps!.9 High-frequency ESR also has enhanc
g-tensor resolution for nitroxides, which allows their use a
sensitive probe of the polarity of their local environment10

The higher intrinsic sensitivity of high-frequency ESR su
gests applications toward samples where volume size
spin-probe concentration is limited, as is the case for m
systems of biological interest.

To date, applications of ESR above 35 GHz to aque
biological systems have been limited because of dielec
absorption. Studies involving aqueous solutions of vesic

a!Electronic mail: jhf@msc.cornell.edu
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have recently been carried out at 95 GHz using 0.15 mm
quartz capillaries placed inside a cylindrical TE01n cavity.

11

Studies of spin-labeled proteins at 140 GHz also utilize
microwave cavity and a quartz capillary sample holder,
have employed only lyophylized, frozen, or partly humid
fied samples.12 However, the removal of water from biologi
cal systems severely perturbs their structure, dynamics,
biological functions, so it would be advantageous to deve
a technique to record high-frequency ESR spectra of aque
samples.

The design of sample holders for high frequency ESR
greatly aided by a knowledge of the complex dielectric co
stant,e5e81 i e9, of liquid water in the far infrared~FIR!
range. Extensive measurements ofe below 40 GHz have
been tabulated.13 More recent measurements cover the f
quency range from 1 to 13 500 GHz.14–16The data show tha
both e8 ande9 generally decrease with increasing frequen
above 20 GHz, until resonant absorption bands due to in
molecular librations~as opposed to relaxation processes! be-
gin to occur at around 10 THz.13 The value ofe55.5–i6.0 at
250 GHz used in this work represents an average of
interpolated values from the cited references.

Given thate is generally decreasing above 20 GHz,
would seem that by working at higher frequencies, dielec
losses can be reduced. However, an aqueous sample is
very lossy sample for ESR spectroscopy in the FIR regi
Our own experience at 250 GHz has demonstrated that
must carefully keep even submicroliter volumes of an aq
ous sample from contact with anE field antinode in a reso-
nator, or else the resonator becomes too lossy to be ab
conveniently obtain ESR spectra. Thus there are two tre
to consider for increasing frequency. First,l is decreasing,
so the overall thickness of an aqueous sample must also
crease to be able to keep the sample out of theE field.
Second,e9 is also decreasing, which allows one to increa
the ratio of the sample thickness tol for higher frequencies.
To conveniently consider these effects, one introduces
attenuation constant,a5(2p/l)Im(Ae).17 It enters into a
simple transmission line analysis in a Beer’s law form, i.
the resonator field amplitudes decay ase2ad, whered is the
aqueous sample thickness. The expression fora clearly
shows how it increases by decreasingl, ignoring for the
moment the variation ofe with l. One finds from measure
(7)/2838/9/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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ments ofa on liquid water in the FIR region that the decrea
ing value ofe9 with decreasingl does not fully offset the
effect of the 1/lterm ina. Thusa increases with increasin
frequency. For example, at room temperature,e562–i30
and a50.36 mm21 at 9.3 GHz, while at 173 GHz,e
57.3–i8.5 and a55.1 mm21, and at 250 GHz, e
55.5–i6.0 anda56.0 mm21. These values emphasize th
importance of using thinner samples at higher frequenc
The transmission line analysis used below implicitly includ
a and the aqueous sample thickness,d, and thus takes into
account the dielectric losses in an aqueous sample as
cussed above. It will allow us to determine an optimum va
of d for sensitivity to ESR for any given value ofe, or
equivalently,a.

Fortunately we find that, for the optimum sample geo
etry, high-frequency~250 GHz!ESR spectra can be obtaine
on submicroliter volumes with a sensitivity adequate
studies of many aqueous samples of biological interest
this article we describe a sample holder which allows one
obtain 250 GHz ESR spectra of aqueous samples with
umes from 0.1 to 1mL. For the spectrometer operating in
transmission mode, we demonstrate a spectral sensitivity
an optimum sample geometry of 23109 spins/G, with higher
sensitivites expected for a reflection-mode spectrometer.18,19

II. DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTS

The quasioptical techniques that have been utilized
construct and successfully operate ESR spectrometers a
and 250 GHz at Cornell have been discussed in de
elsewhere.18–20 These designs use a Fabry–Perot~FP! reso-
nator consisting of either two spherical mirrors~confocal!or
of one flat and one spherical mirror~semiconfocal!to en-
hance sensitivity. Descriptions of the eigenmodes of FP re
nators in terms of ‘‘Gaussian beam modes’’ have be
given.20,21 For ESR, the FP resonators are designed to o
ate in the lowest order, or fundamental, beam mode, bec
higher order modes are broader in radial extent and t
suffer from lower field intensities and greater power los
from out of the sides of the open FP resonator. It is
fundamental mode of an FP resonator that we shall discus
detail.

For the fundamental beam mode, theE andH fields are
both nearly normal to the direction of propagation, are nea
linearly polarized, and the field intensities are cylindrica
symmetric about the axis of propogation. This mode
sembles a plane wave in which the field amplitudes hav
Gaussian profile normal to the direction of propagation. F
ure 1 is a contour plot ofuEu2 anduHu2 for a cross section o
the linearly polarized fundamental mode in a confocal
resonator, using dimensions typical for an ESR experim
The uHu2 maxima fall in between those ofuEu2. Note that the
mode is broader in radial extent at the two spherical mirr
of the cavity than in the middle, where the fields have gre
est intensity. At this region of the mode, called the be
waist, the field nodes are planar surfaces; nearer to
spherical mirrors the nodes of the fields assume a m
spherical shape. These considerations suggest that us
flat layer of water as the sample holder geometry, pla
Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 68, No. 7, July 1997
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near the beam waist of the mode, offers two advantages:
power density of theH field, and hence sensitivity to ESR, i
greatest here, and it is easier to fabricate a flat sample ho
than a curved one.

For the special case of the fundamental mode, the be
waist radius,v0 , can be defined as the radial distance fro
the beam axis to the point at which the field amplitude h
fallen toe21 of its maximum value. It can be calculated from
the radii of curvature of the two mirrors and the mirror-to
mirror separation.22 Sensitivity to ESR absorption will rap-
idly drop off for samples with a radial dimension o
.2v0 , so this represents a reasonable compromise betw
limited sample volumes and ESR sensitivity. For the 2
GHz ESR spectrometer at Cornell,v0'2.2 mm.

For the flat sample holder geometry, there is an adv
tage to using the confocal resonator instead of the semic
focal resonator. For the semiconfocal resonator, the be
waist occurs at the surface of the flat mirror, where there a
must exist anE field node. Attempting to place a flat samp
as close to the flat mirror as possible gives one only half
sample volume to work with as compared to the confo
case. In addition, covering the coupling iris of a mirror wi
a dielectric layer has been found to prevent efficient coupl
into the resonator.23

In order to determine the interaction of the radiation fie
with this sample holder, we utilized the transmission lin
analysis as outlined earlier. First, since our sample hol
must be thinner than a wavelength, we may assume the
tent of the sample holder along the beam axis is such that
phase front of the radiation field within the sample hold
remains flat. That is, we model the beam mode within t

FIG. 1. A contour plot ofuEu2 ~left! anduHu2 ~right! for a cross section of a
fundamental Hermite–Gaussian mode withl51.2 mm in a FP resonator.
The mirrors~dashed lines!have radii of curvature of 4.0 mm, which is lowe
than that used for the 250 GHz ESR spectrometer in order to more cle
demonstrate diffractive effects. The contours are at 10%, 30%, 50%, 7
and 90% of maximum intensity. Features to be noted are the higher fi
intensities near the beam waist atz50, and the finite curvature of the field
nodes away from the beam waist.
2839Aqueous sample holders
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sample holder as a plane wave at normal incidence upo
series of flat plates, each of a given thickness, dielectric c
stant e5e81 i e9, and magnetic susceptibilityx5x81 ix9.
The FP resonator is modeled as a waveguide with an imp
ance of free space, and the mirrors are represented by c
plex shunt impedances. Solving this one-dimensio
‘‘transmission-line’’ problem is more tractable than solvin
for the three-dimensionalE and H fields in the sample/
resonator system,24 especially when the sample and samp
holder consist of several layers of different dielectric ma
rials.

There are some features of the fundamental Herm
Gaussian mode that are neglected when it is modeled
plane wave: the ‘‘phase slip’’ of the plane wave with resp
to the beam mode, the growth of the radial extent of
beam mode within the sample holder, and effects such
shift in the beam waist, and thus the phase of the beam, u
reflection from a dielectric surface.25 We will quantify the
error introduced by the first two approximations. We c
introduce the phase slip into the analysis to first order
replacing the wave number in each dielectric, 2p/(l/n),
with 2p/(l/n)2(l/n)/pv0

2, wheren5ReAe is the index
of refraction of the dielectric at 250 GHz. This was found
reduce the computed sensitivities by'5%–20%, for which
the greatest depressions occurred for those sample h
geometries which were least sensitive to ESR. However,
did not significantly alter the derivation of the optimu
sample holder geometry. A measure of the error involved
the neglect of the beam radius growth within the sam
holder is to compute the power that emerges from a plat
thicknessd and index of refractionn with the same beam
waist radius,v0 , as the beam had when it entered the
side of the plate. Power that emerges with a beam ra
greater thanv0 is assumed to be lost from the open reso
tor. The computation is similar to that of the beam grow
within a FP diplexer,26 so we only repeat the result here:

P5
4

r
~12r 2! (

k51,3,5,...

r k

31a2k21
114a2k2

11a2k2

, ~1!

wherer5(n21)/(n11) is the internal reflection coefficien
and a5dl/npv0

2 is a measure of the divergence of th
beam within the plate. We require thatd!1 mm for l51.2
mm. The assumption ofd50.5 mm,v052.0 mm, and 1.5
<n<3.0 yields power losses of only 29 dB down from th
incident beam, a negligible amount.

The transmission-line analysis yields the amplitudes
theE andH fields in the resonator and in each layer of t
sample holder by requiring the continuity of the tangen
components of the fields at the surfaces between the die
trics, and determining the propagation constant within e
layer from the values ofe andx. It has been observed tha
the polarization of the fields in the 250 GHz ESR spectro
eter in the transmission mode remain esentially fixed, so
is assumed in the analysis. The resulting system of lin
equations were solved to yield the complex reflection,R, and
transmission,T, coefficients for the resonator/sample hold
system.
2840 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 68, No. 7, July 1997
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The analysis of ESR sensitivity depends upon
method of detection.27 For our experiments, the 250 GH
ESR spectrometer was setup in a transmission mode, an
detector was a biased InSb bolometer. ESR absorptio
detected as a periodic change in the transmitted po
through the resonator as the static magnetic field is mo
lated. Thus we have

ESR sensitivity}
]uTu2

]x9
U

x50

. ~2!

We mention three other aspects of this model for clar
The first is that, as the beam propagates from the sam
holder to the mirror, it picks up an anomalous phase shift d
to diffractive effects. This will influence the mirror-to-mirro
separations for which the resonator is calculated to be
resonance, which in turn alters the beam waist radius
therefore the filling factor~proportional tov0

22! of the sys-
tem. However, the effect is a small one as long as the re
nator is operated within the ‘‘stable’’ region.22 For example,
for a confocal resonator with 25.4 mm radius-of-curvatu
mirrors, an increase in the mirror separation from 6 to
mm increases the beam waist radius from 1.78 to 2.04 m
For our experiments the mirror separation was kept as c
to 8 mm as possible and the effect of the beam waist on
sensitivity was ignored. Also, there is an initial large diffra
tive loss in iris coupled open resonators that occurs beca
the radiation field from a small iris expands rapidly, a
some power coupled into the resonator is lost out its side28

Since the value of the shunt impedance of the irises,Y mod-
els theQ of the resonator, it takes into account some of the
diffractive losses in the resonator/sample holder system,
so we must treatY as an unknown. For a mesh or beamsp
ter coupled resonator which does not suffer from these in
losses, the value ofY could be determineda priori from the
measuredQ and maximum transmission of the emp
resonator.18,29

One must have the ability to vary the mirror separati
in order to tune for resonance, and to independently alter
height from the sample to the bottom mirror in order to pla
an aqueous sample at anE-field node. Figure 2 shows a
design that allows this. We have found that the tempera
of this arrangement can be controlled from180 to2196 °C
to an accuracy of60.5 °C using flowing dry N2 gas. For
these very thin samples, we have also found that the He
holtz coils used for field modulation can be replaced with
solenoid to increase modulation amplitude and decrease
pling to the superconducting magnet Dewar.

In order to tune the resonator containing an aque
sample for maximum transmission, it was experimenta
found that one had to go through several cycles of separa
varying the distance from the bottom mirror to the samp
x, and from the sample to the top mirror,y. The reason for
this can be seen in Fig. 3, which is a plot of the compu
power transmitted through a resonator with a 0.02-mm-th
water layer inside as a function of (x,y). The result of the
transmission-line analysis is periodic in bothx and y with
period equal tol/250.6 mm, because the spread of the be
within the FP resonator is ignored. However, the model c
rectly shows that the presence of the aqueous la
Aqueous sample holders
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in the FP resonator implies that bothx andy must be varied
to reach a transmission maximum. Thus any device design
to automatically keep a resonator containing an aqueo
sample on resonance would need to simultaneously adju
both of these dimensions.

Shown in Fig. 4 is the recorded transmission through th
FP resonator when loaded with a 0.017-mm-thick aqueo
sample, as the height of the sample holder was varied wh
the resonator length remained fixed. The transmission
nearly periodic with a period of 0.6 mm, but there are two
transmission peaks every half-wavelength, one promine

FIG. 2. Schematic for the modulation coil and the etched quartz pla
sample holder.~A! Top optiguide which guides the FIR beam toward the
detector.~B! Top mirror of the FP resonator shown with its coupling iris and
scalar feed horn.~C! Sleeve to help align the optical components. The aque
ous sample holder consists of~D! the bottom quartz plate with an etched
circular depression and~E! the top quartz plate. It sits in the center of the
modulation coil form,~F!, on a ridge whose surface was machined so as t
keep the sample normal to the optical axis of the resonator. The coilfor
includes grooves for~G! Helmholtz modulation coils and~H! N2 gas for
temperature control.~I! A support by which the modulation coil and sample
holder are raised independently of the mirrors of the FP resonator.~J! The
bottom mirror of the resonator.~K! The bottom optiguide, pointing to the
FIR source.

FIG. 3. A plot of the transmitted power through a FP resonator with
0.02-mm-thick aqueous layer present, calculated using the transmission l
analysis with mirror impedances of 0.21i4.0. The distance from the bottom
mirror to the water layer isx, and from the water layer to the top mirror is
y.
Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 68, No. 7, July 1997
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and one less so, and the prominent transmission peaks
found to decrease slightly as the aqueous sample is mo
away from being nearly equidistant between the two mirro
The less prominent peaks are probably due to higher o
radial modes of the resonator that are excited when all
optical components are not perfectly aligned. The maxim
transmission peak corresponds to placing the sample ne
to the beam waist. To summarize, the ESR spectrometer
a thin aqueous sample present in the FP resonator is tu
for maximum transmission by placing the sample at
beam waist, and both resonator length and sample he
must be varied to accomplish this.

The sample holder was constructed from fused qua
coverslips which are polished optically flat, are 12 mm
diameter and 0.165 mm thick.30 Quartz has a measured inde
of refraction of n52.13 and an attenuation constant
a50.0006 dB/mm in the FIR region.21 Other materials that
could be used include polymers such as poly-~4-
methylpentene-1! ~TPX!, polyethylene terephthalate~PETE!,
high-density polyethylene~HDPE!, or polystyrene. Thes
polymers have low enough loss tangents for FIR to
useful,31 although they are easily deformed when very th
Another possibility is an etched silicon wafer. However, w
have experimentally found that borosilicate glasses were
lossy to be useful as samples holders, at least at 250 GH

A cylindrically symmetric, flat depression with a radiu
of 10 mm was created in a coverslip by dissolving the qua
(SiO2) with a 48% hydrofluoric acid solution at room tem
perature. Paraffin was used to mask a ring of 1 mm width
the edge of the plate.32 This was done to ensure that whe
two plates were pressed together to form an enclosed s
between them, they would rest flat against one another.
etching rate was found to be 32mm/h, so the thickness of the
aqueous samples was accurately known. The etching cre
sloped sides with a width of 0.7 mm for the deepest pla
but these sides are far beyond the beam waist radius
should cause few scattering losses. The etched bottom

te

-

o
m

ine

FIG. 4. Experimentally observed transmission through the FP reson
when a 0.017-mm-thick water layer in a quartz sample holder is presen
the height of the sample holder is varied, the resonator goes through per
transmission maxima when the water layer is positioned within anE-field
node.
2841Aqueous sample holders
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FIG. 5. ~Left! 250 GHz ESR spectrum of a 0.27 mM tempamine aqueous solution at 15 °C. The water layer was 0.009 mm thick, with 0.14mL held in the
ESR active region of the FP resonator between two quartz plates 0.165 mm thick. The signal-to-noise ratio for the spectrum is 750. The smal
tumbles nearly isotropically with a rotational correlation time of 30 ps.~Right! A plot of the peak-to-peak signal voltage detected for aqueous sample
various thicknesses. The curve is from the transmission line analysis as described in the text.
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the quartz plates are smooth, with a few pits of micron s
that can be observed under a microscope.

To produce a sample, an aqueous solution is place
the etched depression and a second quartz plate is care
placed over the top so no air bubbles are trapped in
sample. If necessary, a thin layer of grease can be app
along the flat outer rim of the plate to seal the sample
prevent evaporation. Two etched plates can be used to f
thicker aqueous samples. The thickness of the aque
samples used in this study ranged from 4 to 60mm, and from
1 to 10mL of fluid was used to fill them, but the ESR-activ
volumes of the samples ranged from only 0.1 to 1mL.

An aqueous solution of 0.27 mM tempamine~4-amino-
2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-piperidine-N-oxyl! was used as a stan
dard sample. The sample was not deoxygenated before
although this could be accomplished even for delicate b
logical samples by using a sample holder constructed f
TPX.33 The presence of O2 in air saturated water adds
homogeneous linewidth of<0.15G for nitroxides.34 In gen-
eral, this added linewidth is small in comparison to the co
tribution from the partly averaged anisotropicg tensor for
high-frequency ESR on nitroxides: note that the linewidth
the 250 GHz ESR spectrum of 0.27 mM tempamine, mole
lar weight 171, in an aqueous solution at 15 °C has a
2842 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 68, No. 7, July 1997
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peak-to-peak linewidth~Fig. 5, left!. For the purpose of ana
lyzing high-frequency ESR line shapes to determine m
tional and ordering parameters, this additional linewidth c
usually be neglected.

The sample holder sat in the resonator so that the thic
quartz plate was facing the detector. The resonator was tu
for maximum transmission, and FIR-ESR spectra were
corded at 15 °C. The static magnetic field modulation c
was driven with 100 V peak-to-peak sine wave at 80 kH
which is less than 1G of modulation amplitude. The sign
was detected with an InSb bolometer operated at 4 K, pas
to a low-noise preamp with a gain of 200, and into a pha
sensitive detector with a postdetection bandwidth of 0.3
Hz. A typical 250 GHz ESR spectrum is shown in Fig.
~left!. The results for the various aqueous sample thicknes
are recorded in Table I. The higher noise level observed
the thinnest sample seems to be due to microphonics.
vibration of the modulation coils modulates the transmitt
power of the resonator, and this noise increases as the tr
mission of the resonator increases.

Figure 5, right, also shows a plot of the signal intens
as a function of the aqueous sample thickness. The line
resents the sensitivity as computed from the transmiss
line analysis using the following parameters:n52.13 and a
Aqueous sample holders
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loss tangent of tand5e9/e850.0006 for the quartz plates i
the FIR, andn52.60 with tand51.1 for the aqueous sample
andY501 i30 for the shunt impedance of the mirrors. T
sensitivities were determined for each sample geometry
first varying the sample height and resonator length to fi
the maximum calculated transmission, which mimics wha
experimentally done; the sensitivity is then computed us
those dimensions. The value ofY was chosen to give a goo
fit by eye, but does not come from a least-squares fit, s
for sensitivity measurements, we expect random pertu
tions to always decrease the measured response from
maximum value, i.e., the errors are not distributed norma

Figure 6 is a plot of the calculated sensitivity of a sam
holder consisting of two plates of equal thickness,d, and an
aqueous layer of thicknesst, and using a fixed mirror imped
ance of Y501 i30. The results for utilizing quartz an
HDPE as the plate material are shown. Asd increases, ab-
sorption of the FIR radiation in the plate lowers the sensi
ity, but a curious increase can also be observed at la
values ofd for the quartz sample holder. The dip in sen
tivity at d50.14 mm occurs as the optical path leng
through the sample holder approaches a half-wavelength
order to keep the aqueous layer at anE field node, the
sample holder is positioned in the resonator so that the o
surfaces of the quartz plates experienceE field antinodes.
Since tangentialE andH fields are continuous across a d
electric boundary, a largerE field penetrates the samp
holder, resulting in higher dielectric losses and the reflect
of most of the incident power back toward the source. T
last effect can be alleviated by lowering theQ of the reso-
nator which requires changing the iris size in the mirrors
using a mesh-coupled resonator. Figure 7 shows how
calculated sensitivity changes for a few quartz plate sam
holder dimensions as the imaginary part of the shunt imp
ance,b, is changed. Increasingb means a smaller couplin
iris in the mirrors and thus a higher resonatorQ, but dielec-
tric losses also increase so there exists an optimum valu
b. Best sensitivity for thed50.14-mm-thick quartz plate
sample holder is achieved at lower resonatorQ than for the
d50.04 mm sample holder in order to offset the increas
dielectric losses. However, overall maximum sensitivity
still best achieved by using thinner quartz plates.

This finding seemed counterintuitive, because atd
50.14 mm the sample holder acts like a low-Q dielectric
resonator, increasinguHu2 at the aqueous layer by a factor

TABLE I. Sensitivity of 250 GHz ESR to an aqueous solution of 0.27 m
tempamine as a function of the sample thickness. The aqueous samples
held in a flat quartz-plate sample holder and all spectra were obtaine
15 °C.

Thickness~mm! % transmission Signal~mV! Noise ~mV! Signal/noise

4 45 300 1.6 190
9 40 450 0.6 750
17 60 700 0.7 990
25 23 280 0.3 930
32 10 110 0.4 280
40 9 90 0.6 150
48 3 6 0.3 20
57 2 8 0.2 40
Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 68, No. 7, July 1997
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' 4 over the fields within the FP resonator. The ability of
dielectric to increase sensitivity to ESR by increasinguHu2 at
the sample is a well known effect which has been obser
at lower frequencies.35 It seems that sample placement
maximize transmission conflicts with the ability to minimiz
dielectric losses. Interestingly, the transmission-line analy
shows that the effect isreversedwhen a reflection mode
spectrometer is utilized instead of a transmission mo
~Sensitivity for the reflection mode resonator is defined
the derivative of the reflected power with respect tox9 of the
aqueous sample.!This is seen by comparison of Fig. 6 wit
Fig. 8, which plots the sensitivity for a quartz plate samp
holder with a 0.02-mm-thick aqueous sample layer, in a
flection mode resonator. Peaks in the sensitivity for the
flection mode occur approximately where dips occur for
transmission resonator. Compared to the transmission m
setup, in a reflection mode spectrometer~1! the spectrometer
is no longer symmetric along its optical axis about the aq
ous layer, and~2! the field amplitudes in the resonator are
maximum when the power delievered to the detector i
minimum. As a result, the maximum sensitivity to ESR o
curs when the resonator is tuned slightly off resonanc27

Interestingly, for cases where the loaded resonator is v
lossy, the computed ESR sensitivity shows a third maxim
for when the resonator is tuned directly on resonance
general, however, gains in sensitivity are expected for a
flection mode spectrometer versus the transmission m

FIG. 6. A plot of the sensitivity of~top! the quartz and~bottom! the HDPE
plate sample holder in a transmission-mode spectrometer as a function o
thickness of the water layer and of both plates~units of mm!, and assuming
a fixed iris impedance.
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spectrometer for samples of comparable geometry and
electric properties.18,19

The maximum computed sensitivity for the quart
sample holder in the transmission mode spectrometer occ
for t50.015 mm andd50.070 mm. We have used quartz
plates from 0.165 to 0.130 mm thick for our studies becau
thinner plates are very fragile. However, we plan to try thin
ner plates in order to try to take advantage of the comput
increase in sensitivity by a factor of'15. We have also
examined the sensitivity of sample holders using quar
plates of unequal thickness. This case is interesting since
results in a power imbalance between the side of the reso

FIG. 7. The calculated sensitivity of three flat quartz plate sample holders
a function of the shunt impedance of the mirrors, normalized to the impe
ance of free space. The aqueous sample thickness is 0.025 mm, and
quartz plates are 0.040, 0.140, and 0.270 mm thick. The range ofb repre-
sents a range of resonatorQ due to coupling of from'5 to 400 with the
lowerQ for smaller values ofb, the imaginary part of the shunt impedance

FIG. 8. The calculated sensitivity of the quartz plate sample holder of va
able thickness, with a 0.02-mm-thick aqueous sample, for a reflection mo
spectrometer, neglecting all other factors that influence spectrometer se
tivity. The quartz plates are of equal thickness and the mirror impedance
Y501 i30.
2844 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 68, No. 7, July 1997
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tor that faces the detector and the side facing the sou
However, the calculated sensitivity decreased for any sm
nonsymmetric changes in the quartz plate thicknesses r
tive to the point oft50.015 mm andd50.070 mm. This
result could be anticipated from a lumped circu
analysis,18,27 for which parameters such as coupling co
stants enter into the equation for sensitivity as interchan
able pairs. In taking derivatives to maximize sensitivity wi
respect to these parameters, we thus find they must h
equal values. This reasoning does not necessarily hold fo
reflection-mode spectrometer.

We now show a few examples of 250 GHz ESR spec
we have obtained using this sample holder in a transmiss
mode setup. Figure 9 shows a series of ESR spectra of
nitroxide-labeled nucleoside 5-@@~2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-1-ox
4-piperidyl!amino#methyl#-28-deoxyuridine ~DUMTA!,3 re-
corded in a 75% glycerol/25% water solution using two fl
quartz plates and a third quartz plate with a 10-mm-dia
hole bored through as a spacer. Higher sensitivity w
achieved for this thicker sample since dielectric losses in
glycerol/water mixture are lower than for pure H2O. These
spectra nicely demonstrate how the enhanced resolution
theg tensor at 250 GHz provides detailed information of th
molecular motion of the spin probe. For this case, the nitro
ide tumbles more rapidly along its N–O bond, which
roughly parallel to the tether connecting the nitroxide to t
thymidine, than perpendicular to it. As a result, the peaks
the line shapes that representgyy and gzz are averaged to-
gether to a greater degree than the peak forgxx . For the case
of T4 Lysozyme, an enzyme with a molecular weight
18 600, labeled with a nitroxide at site 69 and dissolved in
pH-buffered aqueous solution,6 a sample thicknesses o
0.017 mm yielded an optimum sensitivity as expected fro
the above analysis. The 250 GHz ESR spectra are show
Fig. 10. There was;1 mM of spin label present in an ESR
active volume of 0.25mL. Although the signal-to-noise for
one sweep was;60 due to the 300 G linewidths, 50 sweep
produced ESR spectra with sufficient resolution for a lin
shape analysis. These line shapes convey information ab
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FIG. 9. A series of 250 GHz ESR spectra of DUMTA~Ref. 3! recorded in
a 75% glycerol to 25% water mixture at several temperatures.
Aqueous sample holders
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the motion and steric constraints imposed on the nitroxide
motion by the protein.

Figure 11 shows the 250 GHz ESR spectrum of a ful
hydrated vesicle solution of 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3
phosphatidylcholine~DMPC! with 3 mole % 3b-doxyl-5a-
cholestane~CSL! present as a spin label which orients itse
in the hydrocarbon chain layer of the vesicles. In the to
spectrum the vesicles are randomly oriented while in the b
tom spectrum they are partly aligned so that a greater p
portion of the membrane surfaces are normal to the appl
static magnetic field. This can be inferred from the chan
from a microscopically ordered but macroscopically diso
dered~MOMD! type spectrum36 ~top spectrum!to a spec-
trum in which thegyy region is preferentially weighted~bot-
tom spectrum!. The spectra were recorded at 52 and 60 °C
a sample holder that used PETE as the plate material and
a silicon rubber o-ring seal to prevent evaporation from t
sample.~Buna-N o-rings have ESR backgrounds.!Sample
holders that use polymers are more flexible than those us
quartz, which is an advantage for the preparation of som
kinds of model membrane samples. However, we find th
also tend to have lower sensitivity possibly because th
curved surfaces scatter the FIR radiation.

In summary, a sample geometry design for obtainin
high-frequency ESR spectra from aqueous samples has b
demonstrated. Optimization of the sample holder was do
utilizing quasioptical design techniques. The maximum se
sitivity to ESR occurs when the aqueous sample layer
from 0.01 to 0.03 mm thick when held between quartz plat
0.165 mm thick. The highest sensitivity experimentally me
sured on the 250 GHz ESR spectrometer operating in a tra
mission mode was 23109 spins/G, on a 0.27 mM aqueous
solution of tempamine. It occurred for an aqueous lay
thickness of 0.017 mm, corresponding to a sample volume
0.3ml and 431013 spins in the ESR ‘‘active’’ region of the
FP resonator. The sample holder is easy to construct an
adaptable to a wide range of studies of biological systems
temperatures of relevance.

FIG. 10. 250 GHz ESR spectra of T4 Lysozyme, labeled with a nitroxide
site 69~Ref. 6! recorded in apH-buffered aqueous solution of thicknesse
from 0.01 to 0.02 mm at several temperatures.
Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 68, No. 7, July 1997
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